
Why Follow the Christian Year Calendar?   By Rob Still

Just as birthdays. anniversaries, and national holidays are important designations in the regular everyday life 
of diverse peoples and cultures, so too there are special days of commemoration that are important in the lives of 
Christians. The Christian year calendar is extra-Biblical, that is, scripture does not require followers of Jesus Christ 
to live according to the church year. However, it is important and relevant to note that orienting one’s spiritual life 
around the calendar can be highly beneficial. 

Worship that is organized in relation to times, cycles and seasons originates as God’s idea.  This principle is 1

demonstrated throughout the First Testament, where God - who is “the same, yesterday, today and 
forever” (Hebrews 13:8) - is very specific to ordain rhythms of relationship and worship that are oriented around 
time.  The weekly Sabbath is given high priority and mandated to be set aside as a day of rest to honor the Lord. The 
Biblically commanded series of recurring annual feasts and festivals (Numbers 28-29) were designated as events for 
the people of God to pay attention tending their special relationship with God. Clearly, “God is into calendar,”  and 2

from this perspective, the way humans worship in relation to time is a significant means of honoring the Lord God.  

 What are the benefits and blessings of following the Christian year calendar?  

There are rich rewards of spiritual formation when following the Christian year calendar in the worship life 
of the church and the devotional life of its members. Liturgically, the calendar lays out themes for organizing and 
orienting weekly gathered, corporate worship around the storyline of Jesus’ life, ministry, death and resurrection. 
Worship planners do not need to burn out trying to reinvent the wheel determining the direction of each and every 
weeks worship service. The blessing for one’s personal devotional life is that the Christian year provides a 
framework for individual worship exploring the life journey of Jesus. Additional benefits include:

1.  The story of Christ is preeminent. Adherents are intentional to recall, remember, re-tell, and thereby 
pass on the story of God and Christ. The focus of our worship is inherently Christo-centric. 

2. Believers recall their identity, calling and destiny. “We are in need of being reminded of who we are. We 
are also in need of being reminded who we are called to be: people on the Way.”  The Christian year helps do that.3

3. Discipleship. Living in the rhythms of the Christian year calendar, when employed in a thoughtful and 
spiritual manner,  is a powerful means and method of discipleship as one walks in the shoes of the master and his 
disciples. When we employ our sanctified imaginations to see ourselves in the Jesus story, and put ourselves in the 
shoes of its characters - we can be enlightened, inspired and transformed.

4. The church is connected trans-locally. The Christian year calendar connects our local church community 
to something bigger than just us, that is - the worldwide body of Christians who are also following the calendar. This 
is a practical means for churches to literally be “on the same page” and build a sense of  unity. 

5. Believers are connected historically with earlier followers of Jesus. The Christian year calendar helps 
connects our present day church with the historical church. We read what they read, we pray what they prayed, we 
sing what they sang, we remember and live into the story they also remembered and lived into so many generations 
ago. 
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